
April 2020 Update: The current compliance deadline for all medicines manufactured in

Russia or imported into Russia is July 1, 2020. As of December 31, 2019, medicines

that fall under the government’s HCN/7 Nosologies guidelines are expected to comply

with the current serialization requirements, which comprise 4 elements: Product Code

(GTIN), Serial Number, Crypto Key, and Crypto Code. Expiry Date and Batch Number

are no longer required. See the latest Russia Regulatory Updates for news on Russia

Track and Trace regulations.

Russia track and trace deadlines are less than 4 months away for certain medicines,

and if you haven't started planning for the most complex serialization and reporting

requirements in the industry, you have no time to waste. Fast-approaching deadlines,

complicated choreographies, and the added complexity of cryptographic codes will

require precise planning and even more precise execution.

Watch our five-part webinar series to see TraceLink's industry and product experts show

you the roadmap to your end-to-end Russia compliance strategy, from understanding
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the evolving regulations to managing crypto codes to delivering your first serialized unit

into the Russia market. With more than 2 billion serial numbers in circulation and years

of experience spanning markets across the globe, TraceLink's industry-leading global

digital supply network is the backbone to our Russia Compliance and crypto code

solutions.

Learn why TraceLink is the experienced partner you can rely on for Russia compliance.

Register just once to access all five webinars. 

Webinar 1: Russia Compliance: Moving Forward with Tight Timelines, Evolving

Requirements

Russia regulations and industry interpretations are still evolving, but the deadlines

haven't budged. TraceLink experts discuss how to manage through uncertainty around

the regulations so that you can lay the foundation for your Russia compliance solution

in time for the deadlines.

Webinar 2: Russia Compliance: Your Solution Readiness Roadmap

Russia track and trace requirements have earned their reputation as the most complex

in the world. With wholly unique cryptographic code requirements; 20+ unique

choreographies; 60+ transactions, events, and notifications; and sophisticated

messaging management, there are lot of steps you need to take to prepare for Russia

compliance well ahead of the deadline. TraceLink experts discuss the essentials of your

solution readiness roadmap.



Webinar 3: TraceLink's Integrated Russia Solution: Compliance, Crypto, and

Workflows

Whether you are producing pharmaceutical products inside or outside of Russia or

managing warehouse and distribution operations, TraceLink's product team will help

you understand how our approach addresses the unique challenges associated with the

Russia market.

Webinar 4: Russia Compliance: You Ask, TraceLink Answers

From the very start, complex requirements and evolving interpretations have made for a

lot of questions about Russia compliance mandates. As the dust continues to settle and

the deadlines inch closer, TraceLink industry experts and solution consultants are on

hand to provide clarity on some of the most frequently asked questions.

Webinar 5: Russia Compliance: Are You Ready for the Final Approach?

With serialization deadlines starting to land, the road to full serialization by January 1,

2020, is close at hand. In this capstone segment, TraceLink experts will discuss the final

push toward Russia readiness and how TraceLink's solution can help you achieve

success.
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